8.

ROLE OF CHAIN SYMMETRY AND HYDROGEN BONDING IN

SEGMENTED POLYURETHANE AND POLYUREA COPOLYMERS WITH
MONODISPERSE HARD SEGMENTS

8.1

CHAPTER SUMMARY

Segmented polyurethane and polyurea copolymers whose hard segments are based on only a
single diisocyanate molecule are thermoplastic; they can exhibit useful structural properties if
the level of symmetry and/or cohesiveness of the hard microdomains is carefully selected.
These parameters control the hard segments’ ability to establish long-range connectivity and
percolation of the hard phase through the soft matrix. The development of a microphase
morphology in these copolymers, following melt processing, is a time-dependent
phenomenon that can be followed by tapping-mode atomic force microscopy.

8.2

INTRODUCTION

Polyurethanes and polyurethaneureas are extensively used commercially and as noted earlier,
they are generally synthesized by the two-step prepolymer route [1,2]. In the first step, a
prepolymer is made by end-capping a difunctional oligomer with a diisocyanate. In the
second step, the length of the hard segments (HS) is extended by reacting the prepolymer
with stoichiometric amounts of a difunctional chain extender molecule and a diisocyanate.
Over the years consensus has developed amongst practitioners in the field that lengthening
the HS, which of course also increases the HS content, is necessary to produce segmented
copolymers that display useful structural properties in their service window. Therefore, few
reports in the literature have addressed segmented copolymers that are non-chain extended,
the most noteworthy being the report by Tyagi et al. on polydimethylsiloxane based polyurea
copolymers [3]. Segmented copolymers in which crystallizable HS of uniform length are
synthesized before condensing them with a selected soft segment (SS) require multi-step
synthesis and are generally more expensive to produce. Therefore, they have also received
limited attention [4-7].
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As is well documented, hydrogen bonding and crystallization are also two factors that
strongly influence the morphology and properties of natural polymers, such as poly(nucleic
acids) (e.g. DNA, RNA), proteins (e.g. spider silk), cellulose, polysaccharides, lipids etc.
Thus, inspired by such observations in natural materials it is hypothesized that a proper
choice of the type of hydrogen bonding and the level of chain symmetry may potentially
produce, without chain extension, segmented polyurethane and polyurea copolymers with
service window behavior comparable to the traditional chain extended systems. Specifically,
the synthesis/structure/property behavior of non-chain extended segmented polyurethanes
and polyureas wherein the HS is derived from only a single diisocyanate molecule is
presented in this chapter. As will be demonstrated in this brief report, the level of HS
symmetry and the nature of hydrogen bonding within the hard phase emerge as very
important parameters governing the crystallizability and cohesiveness of the hard
microdomains as well as their percolation through the soft matrix.

8.3

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

8.3.1 Materials
Dr. Iskender Yilgor of Koc University in Turkey synthesized the copolymers addressed in
this study while he was on a sabbatical at Virginia Tech, according to the procedure
described in Scheme 8.1. The details of the synthesis procedure are provided in Appendix D
for the reader’s interest. Under appropriate reaction conditions equimolar amounts of a
selected

diisocyanate

were

reacted

with

dihydroxy

or

diamine

terminated

poly(tetramethylene oxide) (PTMO) oligomer of <Mn> 975 and 1100 g/mol, respectively
Thus, the resulting segmented copolymers had PTMO as the SS and a uniform length
(monodisperse) HS based upon only a single diisocyanate molecule. The diisocyanates, paraphenylene diisocyanate (pPDI), and meta-phenylene diisocyanate (mPDI) were utilized to
facilitate investigation of the role played by the level of HS symmetry. The dihydroxy and
diamine terminated PTMO facilitated the synthesis of analogous polyurethanes and
polyureas, respectively. The synthesis strategy presented in Scheme 7.1 resulted in a
copolymer with ca. 14 wt % HS content.
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8.3.2 Methods
The techniques of dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) and tapping-mode atomic force
microscopy (AFM) were utilized to characterize the copolymers addressed in this chapter.
The instrument details are provided in Section 3.3.2.
The DMA were conducted on films cast from 20 wt % solutions in dimethylacetamide.
The solvent from the cast films was removed by heating the films in an oven at 60°C
overnight and thereafter under vacuum at ambient temperature for at least two days. The tests
were conducted under a nitrogen blanket by quenching the samples from ambient
temperature to -130°C and thereafter heating them @ 2°C/min at 1 Hz.
The AFM images were captured by using TAP 150 tips made by Veeco® and which
have a spring constant of 5 N/m. A set-point ratio of ca. 0.6 was utilized to capture the
images. Further instrumentation details can be found in Section 3.3.2.
The samples are identified by the nomenclature: soft segment-diisocyanate-copolymer
type, U for polyurethane or Ur for polyurea.
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8.4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The temperature dependent storage modulus, E’ and Tanδ responses of pPDI and mPDI
based segmented polyurethane copolymers and their polyurea counterparts are presented in
Fig. 8.1. It may be noted that the DMA responses of the pPDI and mPDI based polyurea
samples were measured by Derek B. Klinedinst who is a graduate student in the laboratory of
Prof. Garth L. Wilkes.
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Figure 8.1 Dynamic mechanical analysis behavior of copolymer films cast from a 20 wt %
solution in dimethylacetamide.

Focusing on E’ it is noted, as expected, that below the SS glass transition, between -75 to
-60°C all four samples behave as rigid solids. Following this transition is a rubbery plateau
whose breadth, average plateau value, and temperature dependence depend upon the level of
HS symmetry and the nature of hydrogen bonding network within the hard phase. The
rubbery plateau of PTMO-pPDI-U, although narrow and temperature sensitive, displays an
average E’ value of ca. 108 Pa. Such high E’ values above the SS Tg are more commonly
exhibited by conventional chain extended polyurethanes with a distinctly higher HS content
[8] than the 14 % present in these copolymers. The high average E’ value strongly alludes to
the presence of long-range connectivity of the HS and the percolation of the hard phase
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through the soft matrix. The tensile behavior of this material provides further strong indirect
support for this argument. When stretched uniaxially at ambient temperature this sample
distinctly necks and displays a yield point, which must arise due to the break-up of the
percolated hard phase. Consequently, when the applied load is released it displays a large
permanent set and mechanical hysteresis. During subsequent cyclic deformations, however,
the sample displays typical elastomeric behavior. Tapping-mode AFM provides more direct
confirmation of the HS phase morphology. This sample’s phase image (Fig. 8.2a) displays
percolated HS that have developed into ribbon-like hard domains of high aspect ratio. These
ribbons are randomly dispersed throughout the SS phase, which dominates the composition
and hence forms the continuous matrix. In addition to the HS connectivity, crystallization of
the symmetric pPDI based HS phase, a fact confirmed by DSC and WAXS [9], also
contributes towards elevating the average value of the rubbery plateau E’.
When the monodentate hydrogen bonded network is replaced by the stronger
bidentate network, thereby resulting in the polyurea copolymer PTMO-pPDI-Ur, the upper
limit of the rubbery plateau extends to considerably higher temperatures as expected. In
addition it also exhibits a Young’s modulus of 75 MPa and a tensile strength of 26 MPa,
which are respectively a factor of three and two higher than of the polyurethane counterpart,
PTMO-pPDI-U. The polyurea, PTMO-pPDI-Ur also exhibits neck formation and a yield
point in its stress-strain response at ambient temperature. In addition, due to the low HS
content in PTMO-pPDI-Ur it can be remolded (at 210°C) without degradation or chemical
cross-linking [10]. In contrast, when the author attempted to remold (at 210°C) spandex, the
well-known commercial segmented polyurethaneurea with greater than 80 wt % elastomeric
component, it began to lose structural integrity at the molding temperature, which is close to
its hard phase softening point. For this reason spandex requires solution processing.
An understanding of the influence of the HS symmetry on the E’ response can be
gained by comparing PTMO-pPDI-U with PTMO-mPDI-U. In the latter copolymer, the SS
glass transition results in a precipitous drop in its E’. A very narrow rubbery plateau extends
thereafter and its average plateau modulus is approximately an order of magnitude lower than
that of PTMO-pPDI-U. Such a deteriorated service window response of PTMO-mPDI-U can
be attributed to the lower level of symmetry of the mPDI based HS which hinders their longrange connectivity. Any hard phase crystallinity in this sample by either WAXS or DSC was
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also not observed. In fact, the solution cast film of PTMO-mPDI-U is tacky at ambient
temperature whereas that of PTMO-pPDI-U is non-tacky. Moreover, the solution cast film of
the copolymer synthesized by utilizing an equal weight fraction mixture of mPDI and pPDI is
also tacky. This observation further confirms the importance of HS symmetry in enabling
their long-range connectivity in copolymers having low HS contents. Substitution of the
monodentate hydrogen bond network in PTMO-mPDI-U with its bidentate counterpart in the
segmented polyurea PTMO-mPDI-Ur raises the average plateau modulus of the copolymer
up to the level of the symmetric pPDI based samples. DSC analysis demonstrated that the
hard phase of this sample is also able to crystallize. Moreover, its rubbery plateau is much
broader than the polyurethane, PTMO-pPDI-U. Such behavior indicates that in addition to
HS symmetry, the nature of the hydrogen bonded network within the hard phase distinctly
influences HS long-range connectivity (see below) and HS crystallizability. Not surprisingly,
PTMO-pPDI-Ur, which has both bidentate hydrogen bonding and a symmetric HS, exhibits
the most enhanced service window response amongst the series addressed in Fig. 8.1.
The HS type and its associated hydrogen bonding influence the segment’s potential
crystallizability and cohesiveness of the hard domains formed. This fact is evident from the
Tan δ response (Fig. 8.1). Here we note that with the exception of PTMO-mPDI-U, the peak
value of Tan δ is maintained between 0.2-0.3, whereas that for the remaining sample is above
1.0. While at first the higher Tan δ value of the sample might be thought to imply better
microphase separation, this is not believed to be the case based on the obvious clear sharp
microphase separated AFM images of the other three materials. Indeed, WAXS, SAXS, and
DSC data, not shown here, directly support the AFM results. Furthermore, one observes that
PTMO-mPDI-U exhibits only a short rubbery plateau and then undergoes viscous flow,
thereby suggesting that it has relatively little microphase separation or if it does, the hard
phase is not cohesive enough to enable the development of an extended rubbery plateau
before the HS soften and flow occurs. In addition, DSC and ambient temperature SAXS did
not indicate any microphase separation. On the other hand, the cause of the surprisingly
depressed Tan δ peak of the three samples that display sharp microphase separation is due to
the strong restrictions placed on the mobility of the SS phase by the rigid percolated HS that
are covalently bonded to the relatively low MW (ca. 1000 g/mol) SS. In addition to the above
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results the presence of a microphase separated morphology in these samples was confirmed
by SAXS.
Tapping-mode AFM was also utilized to confirm the hypothesis regarding the
presence of a percolated HS phase (Fig. 8.2). The phase images presented in Figs. 8.2b and c
were taken by Derek B. Klinedinst. They are utilized in this chapter strictly for comparison
with the phase image in Fig. 8.2a. As noted earlier, the sample PTMO-pPDI-U (Fig. 8.2a)
exhibits long ribbon-like bright regions that are the hard domains. The average width of these
ribbons is ca. 30 Å. Such morphology strongly suggests that the HS consists of only a single
diisocyanate-derived moiety, packed perpendicular to the long axis of the ribbons. Aneja and
Wilkes have also noted similar packing in PTMO based polyurethanes with uniform length
HS [6]. The hard microdomains in PTMO-pPDI-U are semicrystalline (see earlier discussion)
and their connectivity is facilitated by the HS’s ability to establish a hydrogen bonded
network; such connectivity in turn results in the percolation of the HS through the soft
matrix. In fact, the calculated molecular length of the HS, which includes the two urethane
linkages and the link between them, in PTMO-pPDI-U is ca. 10 Å. The difference between
the observed width of the ribbons and the calculated HS length arises because the portions of
the SS at the interface with the soft phase experience considerable restrictions to their
mobility. Therefore, in this more rigid interfacial region the portions of the included SS also
appear bright in the phase image. The general morphology of the segmented polyurea
PTMO-pPDI-Ur (Fig. 8.2b) is similar to that of its polyurethane counterpart (Fig. 8.2a).
a

c

b

150 nm

Figure 8.2 Ambient temperature tapping-mode atomic force microscopy phase images of
copolymer films cast from 20 wt % solution in dimethylacetamide (a) PTMO-pPDI-U; (b)
PTMO-pPDI-Ur; and (c) PTMO-mPDI-Ur.
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In the earlier discussion it was noted that the copolymer, PTMO-mPDI-U was tacky
and its dynamic mechanical response suggested greater microphase mixing than in the other
samples within the series. This conclusion is supported by AFM because any presence of
hard and soft regions in the phase image of this sample was not evident. On the other hand,
its polyurea counterpart, namely PTMO-mPDI-Ur (Fig. 8.3c) clearly exhibits ribbon-like
hard domains. This implies that more cohesive bidentate hydrogen bonding can overcome the
decreased HS symmetry in promoting HS connectivity.
Based on the results presented so far it is clearly evident that the ribbon-like hard
domains of high aspect ratio reinforce the soft PTMO matrix. Hence from this perspective,
the hard domains act like randomly dispersed fibers in a fiber-reinforced composite. If such
an analogy is true then it should be possible to reasonably predict the tensile modulus of
these segmented copolymers by utilizing models proposed for predicting the tensile modulus
of a fiber-reinforced composite containing randomly oriented fibers. There are many models
available in the literature and those proposed by Cox, Christensen and Pan are utilized here.
Amongst these three models the former two appear to be the most frequently utilized to
model fiber-reinforce composites with fibers oriented randomly in two (2D) or all the three
(3D) directions [11 and references therein]. These three models are listed in Table 8.1. The
predicted composite modulus, the fiber modulus, and the matrix modulus are represented by
the variables E c , E f , and E m respectively. The fiber volume fraction is represented by v f .

The Christensen model is only applicable when v f < 0.2.
Table 8.1 Models that predict the modulus of fiber-reinforced composites

Model
Cox
Christensen
Pan

2D Random
E c2 D =
E c2 D =
E c2 D =

vf
3
vf
3

3D Random

Ef

E c3 D =

E f + (1 + v f )E m

E c3 D =

 vf
E f + 1 −
π
π


vf


 E m
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E c3 D =

vf
6
vf
6

Ef

[

vf

E f + 1 −
2π
 2π
vf

]

E f + 1 + (1 + v f ) E m

 E m


The tensile modulus of a glassy polymer is generally in the range of 1-10x109 Pa and that of
a rubbery polymer ranges between 1-10 x 105 Pa. Hence, E f and E m values of 5x109 Pa and
5x105 Pa can be reasonably assumed. As is evident from Table 7.1 the three models are very
sensitive to E f and quite insensitive to E m . In fact, the Cox model completely disregards the
matrix modulus, E m . The HS weight fraction can be approximately converted to volume
fraction by using the densities of PTMO and the particular diisocyanate if it is assumed that
the density of the soft and the hard phases in the copolymer are equal to their respective
precursors. It is recognized that such assumption may not necessarily be completely
acceptable. The density of PTMO of MW 1000 g/mol is 0.97-0.98 g/cm3 and that of pPDI or
mPDI is 1.16-1.17 g/cm3. Thus, based on these values the ca. 14 wt % HS content of the
copolymer translates to v f of ca. 0.12. Hence, the tensile modulus of the copolymer (or
composite) with fibers oriented randomly in 2D or 3D is calculated by using the above
models to be ca. 2x108 Pa and 1x 108 Pa respectively.
The three samples PTMO-pPDI-U, PTMO-pPDI-Ur, and PTMO-mPDI-Ur whose
ambient temperature AFM images (Fig. 8.2) show the presence of randomly oriented ribbonlike hard domains, posses a Young’s modulus (data not shown) between 0.2-0.8x108 Pa. In
addition, they exhibit a storage modulus (Fig. 8.1) of ca. 1.5x108 Pa. The close agreement
between the experimental and predicted values is a little surprising, especially in light of the
fact that the above models do not incorporate the aspect ratio of the dispersed phase (fibers)
as a parameter. Nonetheless, the above analysis confirms the earlier conclusion that in these
model segmented copolymers, the hard phase, just like fibers in polymer composites,
reinforces the ‘soft’ matrix.
This chapter is concluded with a discussion of the use of tapping-mode AFM to
follow the crystallization and microphase development of one of these segmented
copolymers after cooling from the melt. PTMO-pPDI-U was specifically selected as the
material to be studied because the HS crystalline phase melts at 50°C [9] and at ambient
temperature the melt processed sample experiences a supercooling of only ca. 25°C thereby
allowing the use of AFM to potentially follow the time-dependent recrystallization from
melt. A solution cast film of this copolymer was heated in a hot press to 50°C for 15 minutes
to fully erase its hard phase order and then the melted sample was allowed to cool to ambient
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temperature in ca. 2-3 minutes. Tapping-mode AFM was then utilized to image a selected
region of the film surface at different time intervals (Fig. 8.3).
30 min.

60 min.

120 min.

240 min.

360 min.

1140 min.

150 nm

Figure 8.3 Ambient temperature tapping-mode atomic force microscopy phase images of
PTMO-pPDI-U captured at various times to follow the morphology development in this
sample. The above phase images of the film’s free surface are not of the same spot but
captured from within a region ca. 7µm x 7 µm. A set-point ratio of 0.6 was utilized.
Approximately 8 minutes were required to capture each AFM image shown above.

The first phase image, taken 15 minutes after the sample was removed from the oven,
was uniformly dark and without the presence of any light regions or in other words, hard
domains. The next image, taken 30 minutes after removal from the hot-press, exhibits short
rod-like hard microdomains, which progressively increase in length with the passage of time.
After 6 hours the resultant ribbon-like hard microdomains appear to have percolated almost
evenly throughout the soft matrix. The sample’s morphology after further elapse of time
(1140 minutes or 19 hours) does not differ greatly from that after 6 hours. Such behavior
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indicates that for PTMO-pPDI-U, at this temperature most of its morphological development
is accomplished in ca. 6 hours at these conditions. More importantly, the morphology in the
sample after 19 hours closely resembles that of the original solution cast sample (Fig. 8.2a)
that was allowed to age for approximately one week at ambient temperature.
The time-dependent morphology development throughout the bulk of the sample was
also confirmed by monitoring E’ of PTMO-pPDI-U (see Fig. 8.4). It was processed in
exactly the same manner, that is, a solution cast film of PTMO-pPDI-U was heated in a hot
press to 50°C for 15 minutes to fully erase its hard phase order and then the melted sample
was allowed to cool to ambient temperature in ca. 2-3 minutes. The sample was slightly
tacky upon reaching ambient temperature. However, after fifteen minutes the sample’s E’
was measured to be 107 Pa. As can be seen from Fig. 8.4, E’ rises rapidly over a period of
four hours and a plateau value of the order of 108 Pa is achieved in 10 hours. Thus, the time
required for the development of the microphase morphology in the bulk as well as on the free
surface, where the AFM images were taken, is similar.
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Figure 8.4 Normalized storage modulus of the sample PTMO-pPDI-U. The measured
storage modulus value at a given time was normalized by diving it with the storage modulus
of a fully aged sample. Note that E’(¶) is the storage modulus of the sample allowed to age
at ambient temperature for ca. 2 weeks.

The ambient temperature time-dependent development of the long-range connectivity
of the HS as observed by AFM and the concomitant rise in E’ of the sample, PTMO-pPDI-U
described above clearly demonstrate the role of the hard domains as reinforcing sites for the
soft matrix in which the hard domains are dispersed. In addition, it was shown above that the
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pPDI based hard phase is crystalline. This observation in conjunction with the results
presented in Figs. 8.3 and 8.4 demonstrate that the microphase separation transition
temperature of the copolymer (TMST), the crystalline hard phase melting temperature (Tm),
and the crystallization temperature (Tc), which is ambient temperature in the case of results
shown in Figs. 8.3, and 8.4, are important transition temperatures that determine whether
microphase separation and hard phase crystallization will progress simultaneously (below
TMST but above Tm) or singly, that is, only microphase separation can occur above Tm but
below TMST.
In PTMO-pPDI-U, based on its E’ response (Fig. 8.1), the MST is expected to be at
or above the softening point (ca. 60°C) of the copolymer and in the experiment that
generated Figs. 8.3 and 8.4, at ambient temperature (Tc) the sample, PTMO-pPDI-U is below
TMST and also Tm of the crystalline hard phase (ca. 50°C [9]). Thus, while microphase
separation results in the segregation of the hard from the soft segments and the formation of
hard domains, the symmetry of the HS enables their crystallization. Furthermore, in light of
the dependence of the average plateau modulus on HS symmetry (compare the DMA
response of PTMO-pPDI-U with that of PTMO-mPDI-U; presented in Fig. 8.1), it is
hypothesized that the development of hard phase crystallinity (isothermal crystallization
kinetics) should be closely coupled with the rise in the copolymer’s ambient temperature
storage modulus. Such a first order approximation may be valid due to the low HS content of
the sample and ability of the HS to rapidly develop long-range connectivity. If the above
hypothesis is true then the E’-time response of PTMO-pPDI-U (Fig. 8.3) may be expected to
be described by the Avrami equation, which is often utilized to analyze isothermal
crystallization kinetics behavior [12] in materials.
The Avrami equation is given by

(

1 − X c (t ) = exp − kt n

)

(1)

where Xc (t) is the normalized volume fraction of the crystalline phase at crystallization time
t, k is the pre-exponential constant, and n is referred to as the Avrami exponent. Based on the
above discussion, the variable xc(t) is represented as
X c (t )
E ' (t )
Xc =
=
X c (∞ ) E ' ( ∞ )
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(2)

where Xc(¶) is the normalized volume fraction of the crystalline phase of a fully aged
sample, and E’(¶) is the storage modulus of the fully aged sample. Linearization of eq. (1)
yields
  1
log log
 1− X c


 = log(k ) + n log(t )


(3)

The linearized Avrami plot of the E’ versus t data discussed in Fig. 8.4 is presented in Fig.
8.5. From the latter figure it is evident that indeed, the development of hard phase
crystallinity is closely correlated to the rise in the copolymer’s ambient temperature storage
modulus. It is also interesting to note that the Avrami exponent, n is equal to 0.55. In di- or
triblock copolymers with crystallizable block(s), investigators have also noted Avrami
exponent values of ca. 0.5 that resulted from experiments where the crystallization kinetics
of the crystallizable block was monitored via DSC [13-15].

These investigators have

suggested that when the Avrami exponent, n is approximately equal to 0.5 the crystallization
can be characterized as diffusion controlled crystallization with homogeneous nucleation.
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Figure 8.5 Normalized storage modulus of the sample PTMO-pPDI-U fitted to the linearized
Avrami equation.

While confined crystallization has been observed in several di- and triblock
copolymers [15 and references therein], it is believed that Figs. 8.3 to 8.5 constitute the first
observation of this phenomenon in segmented copolymers.
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8.5

CONCLUSIONS

The results of this study undermine the widely held belief that it is necessary to employ chain
extension to produce segmented polyurethane and polyurea copolymers with useful structural
properties. As was demonstrated, non-chain extended segmented copolymers in which the
HS is based on only a single diisocyanate molecule may well exhibit properties, such as the
breadth of the service window, the average plateau modulus, stiffness, tensile strength, and
elongation at break that are similar to chain extended segmented copolymers that possess
distinctly higher HS content. However, to achieve this, careful control of the HS symmetry
and the nature of the hydrogen bonding is necessary to achieve such improved performance
in non-chain extended systems. Thus this report provides new direction for the production
thermoplastic segmented copolymers.
As stated in Chapter 1 based on this initial study, other members of the Wilkes
research group are currently undertaking an extensive investigation of the structure-property
behavior of these new monodisperse hard segment polyurethane and polyurea copolymers
based on various diisocyanates and soft segments.
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